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Dear ABC: 

                       It would be a pleasure for us to be 

able to help you with your order. 

 

Your Birth & Other details: 

30 March 1985 

12:40 PM 



Delhi 

 

ServiceName 

Your Past Life Incarnation,Re-birth & Karma Report-

vedic astrology -3 year Predictions   

 

email id  

abc@yaho.com 

Month of birth 

5 

dob 

30 

year of birth 

1985 

time of birth 

12.666666666667 

first name 

ABC 

middle name 

 

last name 

D 

minutes of birth 

40 

hour of birth 

12 

place of birth 

Mumbai 

country 

India 

myTextBox value is = 

I want to know why are problems there in my job 

and marriage and life matters.  



 

Your Lagna & Navamsha Horoscope Details: 

 

 

 

 



 

SECTION 1: Your Past Life, 
Reincarnation and Karma Based 

on Vedic Astrology 
 

What is Past life about? 

We have a very Powerful ,Unique  & Rare Past Life 

Karma report. That unfolds your past events based 

on Vedic Swara Vigyana/Hebrew sages and also 

Vedic astrology. If interested you may please let us 

know. This report is a unique combination of wisdom 

of Vedic and Hebrew sages-as  Vedic culture was 

spread over there in Egypt as well. 

 

How Vedic Astrology deals with Past life? 

 The ancient science of Vedic astrology deals with 

past life based on the indications of the ninth 

bhava and influences coming on the same. Also 

the 5th bhava is checked for purva punya as 

well. These houses and lords carry the energy of 

the past life. 

 Just like there was an economic slowdown due 

to bad karma of people to do excess lending etc 

in 2010, same is true with human beings. If do 

not do the acts in the principle of creator we 

incur karmic debts and that reflect  into his birth 

or coming birth. The world or the cosmos acts 

like a bank to store all the good and bad actions 

of the person. 

 Also the Vedic rishis have designed the higher 

divisional charts like the d9th or navamsha for 



the purpose and also the d12 or dwdasamas for 

the purpose plus the d64th for the purpose to 

check our past life karma. 

 So if the birth time is accurate and one has a 

deep enough knowledge of Vedic astrology one 

can atleast pin point the basic energies of the 

past life. 

 

The energies of Your 9th bhava and 5th 

bhava(which country or state you may have 

belonged in past life)? 

 The lord of the 9th bhava is Saturn(shani)  that 

is Aquarius  and Saturn(shani) is in Virgo or 

Mercury(Budha) sign in 16:32  degrees and 

reversed in the 4th house of public image and 

family.  

 As Saturn(shani) is retrograde in 4th house in 

Virgo, this could cause you to serve and help 

others selflessly. It may be difficult for you to 

work according to plans. You will be a success in 

life only taking responsibility and doing hard and 

sustained work. 

 Also this could give you a lot of land and 

bungalow in life sooner or later. There could be 

inheritance from father and domestic happiness 

may have slight issues. 

 The sign of Aquarius  rules the following 

countries 

 Sweden, Some parts of Arabia, Russia, 

Denmark, Lower Sudan,  

 If born in India or bharat(ancient) , land of 

mlecchas like arab countries, especially Saudi 



Arabia  or lower Sudan as Saturn(shani) in 

retrograde . 

 There is a high chance you could have been born 

near a desert land with some greenery as Virgo 

is there. Also as Saturn(shani) is reversed so 

chance of being born in a country where 

discipline is taken to an extreme is high. 

 

More Details in Actual  Report. 

 

The energies of your d9 chart bhava? 

 
What is the navamsa or d9 chart about?  

 The navamsha  or the d9 is the 9th division of 

the sign that is 30 degrees/9 = 3 degrees 20 

minutes each. 

 The naming of the houses 

 1st house  = lagnamsha 



 2nd house =vittamsha or dhanamsha 

 3rd house = vikramsha 

 4 house =sukhamsha 

 5 house=putramsha 

 6 house=shstamsha 

 7 house=bharyamsha 

 8 house=nidhanamsha or randhramsha 

 9 house=bhagyamsha 

 10 house= karmamsha 

 11 house= labhamsha 

 12 house=vyamsha 

 

 In the parashari system the counting of the 

navamsha starts from the movable sign  of a 

triad where a planet is placed. The 4 triads or 

categorizations are fiery , earthy, airy and 

watery signs or rasis.  

 

 The birth chart or d1 is the physical 

existence. The Moon(Chandra) chart is the 

mental existence and d9 is the divine force 

of destiny that decides the course of events 

in our life. 

 

 AS per the karma theory 

A ) Birth chart is the sanchit karma 

b) The d9 is the prarabhda the portion of the total 

karma you would face in this life. 

 

There are various deities of the d9 chart. 

 A planet in movable sign is deva 

 A plant in fixed sign is nara 

 A planet in mixed sig is rakshas 



 

 
 
 

 

 Saturn(shani) sits in the 2nd house of  gains in 

the sign Taurus. So gives fair status in the past 

life as well. 

 As it rules 10/11, and is in 2nd so fair god money 

could have been there with you. 

 As it is in nara sign so just OK. 

 You could have been fairly hardworking in 

previous life time. 

More Details in Actual  Report  

 

The energies of your d12 chart bhava? 

 
What is d12 or Dwadasamsa? 



 The dwadahsmasa is the 1/12 division of a sign. 

The horoscope is also known as suryamsa 

signifying parents and grandparents. Each 

division is of 2 degrees and 30 minutes. The first 

division starts from the sign being occupied by 

in the lagna chart. 

 

 The 5th house denotes past karmas of parents. 

The 6th house indicates debts of the parents that 

are inherited by the person. Sun is the karaka of 

father and Moon(Chandra) is for mother. 

 

More Details in Actual  Report 

Your d12 chart or dwadasamsa analyzed 

 

 

 Your Saturn(shani) rules the 1st house that is 

Aquarius. It is strong- so god karma of parents 

is there with you. 

 Also it is in the division of lord yama or the lord 

of death- so there is some very hard past karma 

of parents that affects your family life and job as 

in d1 Saturn(shani) aspects the 10th house as 

well of career. 

 

 The lord of 6th the past debts of your parents are 

a bit hard in the 8th bhava of yours and need 

mitigation like OM Namoha shivaye chanting 

More Details in Actual  Report 

The energies of your d60th chart? 

What is shashtiamsa chart for? 

 The shashtiamsa is 1/60th division of the zodiac 

of 30 minutes each. This is the last divisional 



chart of the parshsari scheme. For any planet 

the first shashtiamsa a starts from the sign 

itself.D60 is seen to check all aspects of life  

 

 60 SHASTIAMSAS AND THEIR NATURE  

_______  

 

1. Ghora: Horrible, awful, fearful represents 

excess Rahu(dragon’s head) & sun energy in 

conflict with Venus(Shukra) energy so maa 

durgaa rule it. Malefic sun and negative 

Venus(Shukra) energy here. 

   Nature: KRURA  

2. Rakshasa: Demons, evil in life, due to 

Moon(Chandra) and Rahu(dragon’s head) 

combination represents hands-on work on cloth 

or tailors, serpents(Moon(Chandra) or lord 

Shiva) and darkness   

Nature: KRURA  

 

3. Deva:Giving the right direction to people , as 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) and Jupiter(Guru or 

Brihaspati) benefic are involved- it means like 

religious heads or priest, Brightness, people who 

are revered or worshipped 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

4. Kubera: Lord of riches. Here Rahu(dragon’s 

head) energy good and Moon(Chandra) and sun 

n energy are involved. There is a slowness  and 

also deformity due to 4th division, speculators or 

those who handle money and also swindlers.  



 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

5. Yaksha: Protector of hidden riches. Here the 

merchant element of Mercury(Budha) and also 

Mercury(Budha) plus sun is involved. 

Mercury(Budha) deals with diplomacy and yes 

deceit if negative due to double energy. People 

how are diplomatic and also manipulate money 

and swindle it 

 

Nature: KRURA  

 

6. Kinnara: Celestial arts. PLanet 

Venus(Shukra) deals with arts and also 

Mars(Mangal) deals with large set of people like 

jouralists.This connects to arts – the dancer or 

musicians or artists in any form, it could also be 

clerks or journalists who serve a society or 

section (Centaur). Nature: SHUBHA.  

 

7. Bhrashta: People how have left the path of 

nobility , malefic Ketu(dragon’s tail) and 

Saturn(shani), or people who prepare cots or 

sofas where people could sit. 

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

8. Kulaghna: People who have fallen from their 

ancestral image, here malefic Saturn(shani) and 

Ketu(dragon’s tail) is there- Saturn(shani) deals 

with past or hereditary , or who defy their family 

traditions, performer of the stage or TV or radio. 



 

Nature: KRURA  

 

9. Garala: means Poison, Here malefic 

Mars(Mangal) energy and Venus(Shukra) energy 

is there so performing arts and poison is there, 

people to do with gymnastics or other 

aggressive performing arts, modern arts.  

 

Nature: KRURA  

 

 

10. Vanhi: Agni or parsis,here planet sun in 

dignity and Venus(Shukra) is involved, so  

people who prayer to fire or do yagnas of fire 

and also the Vedas the karma kanda 

 

Nature: KRURA  

 

11. Maya: Illusion, here malefic sun, 

Moon(Chandra) and raghu is involved so 

religious heads come into picture, people who 

lead religions, in reality there is no truth  

 

Nature: KRURA  

 

12. Purishak Disembodied soul, people who 

are no more in this world, negative Jupiter(Guru 

or Brihaspati) and also ne more hanging person 

or Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) is there giving 

death, charitable organizations that helps 

others. It is also the kingdom of dead people. 

Nature: KRURA  



  

 

13. Apampati: The god of the ocean .Here the 

planet Rahu(dragon’s head) and also double 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) is there representing 

god. Person engaged with people who are 

handicapped.. JT: Varuna or the water God.  

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

14. Marutvan: The god of the wind , hanuman 

ji,here positive Mercury(Budha) or wind or vata 

is there along with Moon(Chandra) and sun 

energy, people who destroy evil,people who 

collect the revenues 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

15. Kala: The person who is lustful and also is a 

drunkard, here malefic Venus(Shukra) and 

aggressive Mars(Mangal) is there,kala-purusha, 

may get sudden fortune in matters.  

 

Nature: KRURA   

 

16. Sarpa:represents  Serpents or snakes, here 

Venus(Shukra) in conflict with sun and a karmic 

Saturn(shani) is involved, so fall of position, 

there could be a curved motions, it might mean 

farmers, people who entertain, clubs and 

cinemas  

 

Nature: KRURA  

 



 

17. Amrita: Immortal Nectar, here positive 

Saturn(shani) or shani  and also Ketu(dragon’s 

tail) are there so good for Saturn(shani) related 

professions, may  trade with flowers or nectar 

from flowers, chemicals or flowers. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

 

18. Indu: Moon(Chandra), here the positive 

Mars(Mangal) representing the state and also 

Venus(Shukra) for nation or family is there, is 

government servant or people engaged I 

services to state or nation, 

 Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

19. Mrdu: Soft or tender, good sun and also 

Mercury(Budha) is there,  engaged in protection 

of people like army or police. The quality of 

Moon(Chandra) comes in . 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

20. Komala: Delicate, here Moon(Chandra) and 

Rahu(dragon’s head) is there so flowers and 

bakery are there, one may deal with fruits or 

naturopathy or flowers. Bakery or unani doctor.  

Nature: SHUBHA  



 

_______  

 

21. Heramba: here the benfic Jupiter(Guru or 

Brihaspati) is there along with negative 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) so one could be 

boastful(negative Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati)), 

the person could be boastful and may direct 

dance or drama one even music, could be a 

teacher 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

22. Brahma: The creator or new things, may be 

involved with paan or beetle leaf & spices as 

Rahu(dragon’s head) and Jupiter(Guru or 

Brihaspati) influence is there.  

 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

23. Vishnu: The preserver and also deals with 

prohibited items due to influence of 

Mercury(Budha) and Moon(Chandra) here, 

smuggling.  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 



24. Maheshwara: The destroyer, the landlord 

or heads of villages or municipal bodies to 

influence of Moon(Chandra) & Venus(Shukra). 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

25. Deva: The devotee the lights the person 

who gives. Is a master of musical instruments. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

26. Ardra: Wet, heads of religious institutions 

due to Saturn(shani) influence here, life as 

water or wetness means life.  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

27. Kalinasa: One who destroys sin and bad 

thoughts in mind. Nasha means destruction. 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

28. Kshitees: Horizon or khsitij, rules earth, 

deals with items of decoration. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 



29. Kamalakar: a lake that is full of lotus or 

kamal , could be dealing with medicine /surgical 

instruments and pharmacy due to 

Moon(Chandra) and Mercury(Budha) influence.  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

30. Gullika: Highly bad  child of Shani (it 

Upagraha). Dealing with household goods, 

cosmetics or electronics or decoration. 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

31. Mrityu: Highly malefic  offspring of  Mangal 

(Upagraha). As Mars(Mangal) and also 

Rahu(dragon’s head) & Jupiter(Guru or 

Brihaspati)  are involved could be labourers , 

transport work  and also loaders( arts + 

Rahu(dragon’s head) combination). 

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

32. Kala: represents time and also is Son of sun 

or Surya (Upagraha). Deals with cutlery or 

crockery or pottery.  

 

Nature: KRURA  

 

33. Davagni: fire of forest, deals with trading of 

land related products,agricultursist  due to 

Venus(Shukra) and sun combination here   



 

Nature: KRURA  

 

_______  

34. Ghora: fearful, due to Mars(Mangal) and 

Ketu(dragon’s tail)/Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) 

influence- could be industrialists /entrepreneurs 

and whole sale trading. 

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

35. Yama: The god of death, plastic or leather 

goods, also rubber goods and moral duties due 

to double Saturn(shani).   

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

36. Kantaka: It is for thorn, as it is 

Mars(Mangal) and Ketu(dragon’s tail) effects it 

means who cuts(Ketu(dragon’s tail)) the 

soil(Mars(Mangal)),so tillers of land , drivers and 

heavy machines(Ketu(dragon’s tail) plus 

Mars(Mangal) combination). 

 

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

37. Suddha: Means Pure, is also for a learned 

person or a professors as sun and 



Venus(Shukra) the planet for leadership and 

teaching are involved..  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

38. Amrita: means Nectar. The double sun, 

Moon(Chandra) and Mercury(Budha) makes 

them get into research  and also scientist . 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

39. Purna Candra:Means  Full Moon(Chandra), 

due to Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) and 

Rahu(dragon’s head) influence- means books 

publishers(Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) + 

Rahu(dragon’s head)) , and printers or 

librarians( Rahu(dragon’s head) + Jupiter(Guru 

or Brihaspati)= organizing books)  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

40. Vishadagdha: One who is burnt with 

poison, Rahu(dragon’s head) influence on 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati), so represents who 

process things like clothes or washer 

men(Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati)),  printers and 

dyers, 

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  



 

41. Kulanasa: Destroyer of inherited good. 

Moon(Chandra) Mercury(Budha) is a malefic 

combination- so means one who stays away 

from business, import or export, long journeys 

for business(Moon(Chandra) + Mercury(Budha), 

Moon(Chandra) for journeys and 

Mercury(Budha) for business)  

 

Nature: KRURA _______  

 

42. Vamshakshaya: Destroyer of the 

inheritance or race(Venus(Shukra) and sun = 16 

= fall of race), highdgeree of scholars(sun & 

Moon(Chandra)), and head to religious 

institutes.  

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

43. Utpata: May be Destructive &  with unusual 

events, Ketu(dragon’s tail) and Mars(Mangal) 

and Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati)- gives way to 

higher knowledge or Vedas/vedanga/ and 

Mars(Mangal) deals with higher knowledge so 

Ketu(dragon’s tail) here makes it still higher.  

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

44. Kala: Who is as Kala or end of life. Double 

Saturn(shani) means Saturn(shani) helps the 

Saturn(shani) or the workers- that is the 

receptionist, secretary of big people 



Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

45. Saumya: Gentle & sober, promising or 

Budha (Mercury(Budha)). But due to 

Mars(Mangal) and Ketu(dragon’s tail) influence- 

could be great warriors , heads of police or top 

ranking matters. 

 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

46. Komal: Fragile, sensitive. Top officials of 

the government(sun=top and Venus(Shukra)= 

people). bureaucrats and government bodies or 

even NGOs. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

47. Sheetala: Cooling &  nurturing. Due to 

Moon(Chandra) , sun and Mercury(Budha) 

influence- god at computers, mathematics and 

also astronomy( again to do with maths) and 

finance(Mercury(Budha)) 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

48. Karaladamshtra: Having Big tooth, 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) and Rahu(dragon’s 

head) the dharma lord along with Rahu(dragon’s 

https://www.google.co.in/search?q=bureaucrats&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjS-Y22vPTVAhWHP48KHYMvAlAQvwUIJCgA


head) gives punishment.The teeth could be 

frightful.  

 

Nature: KRURA  

_______  

 

49. Chandramukhi: beautiful facial appearance 

that of Moon(Chandra) or chandra.Does heinous 

crimes due to Rahu(dragon’s head) negative and 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) negative, torturer or 

the hangman(Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) 

negative with Moon(Chandra) influence)  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

50. Praveen: Adept, due to Moon(Chandra) and 

Mercury(Budha) and also positive sun influence 

deals with all kinds of fuels (Moon(Chandra)).  

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 

51. Kaalpavaka: deals with fire that is eternal 

and also Shiva or Rudra are  destroyer of time. 

The Venus(Shukra) and Moon(Chandra) makes 

the person traders, fruit vendors or people with 

hospitality industry like hotels. 

 

Nature: KRURA _______  

 



52. Dandayudha: Danda is stick and yudha 

means war or fights  so a fighter with stick, 

Mars(Mangal) and Ketu(dragon’s tail) influence 

is like a double Mars(Mangal) influence so 

protector of people like police/army or navy/air 

force. 

 

Nature: KRURA _______  

 

53. Nirmala: pure or Clean, double 

Saturn(shani) with Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) 

here makes one dealing with gold and jewellery 

as Saturn(shani) is metal and Jupiter(Guru or 

Brihaspati) means creativity on metals but with 

softness. 

 

Nature: SHUBHA .  

_______  

 

54. Saumya: Gentle & Auspicious, and also 

delicate- due to Mars(Mangal)/Rahu(dragon’s 

head) and Ketu(dragon’s tail) effects- it could 

mean a cultivator of lands ,mining or cutting for 

gold or rich metals( Mars(Mangal)/Ketu(dragon’s 

tail) and also Ketu(dragon’s tail) effect) 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

 

_______  

 

55. Krura: Cruel or  unforgiving, as 

Mercury(Budha), Venus(Shukra) and sun are 



there- so business of milk , meat or 

Mercury(Budha) could be there.  

 

Nature: KRURA _______  

 

56. Atisheetal: is Very cold. As good 

sun/Moon(Chandra) and Mercury(Budha) is 

involved- so could mean performer of yagnas( 

Moon(Chandra) + Mercury(Budha)) and also 

priests(sun and Mercury(Budha)) 

 

Nature: SHUBHA .  

_______  

 

57. Amrita: means Nectar or one which 

destroys death, Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) and 

Rahu(dragon’s head) arepositivelyy engaged so 

one could be knower of 4 Vedas( Rahu(dragon’s 

head) =4) and also Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) 

means ved and vedanga.  

 

Nature: SHUBHA .  

_______  

 

58. Payodhi: Ocean of milk, also means water 

without end, as Moon(Chandra)( double sun) 

and Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) involved-it could 

mean heads of institutions 

 

Nature: SHUBHA  

_______  

 



59. Bhramana: Travel, wandering beggars, as 

Mercury(Budha) negative and Moon(Chandra) 

involved so opposite of business that is beggary 

is there, also taking gifts or charity and no 

entreprneurship here. 

 

Nature: KRURA _______  

 

60. Candrarekha: This could mean a line of 

Moon(Chandra) Indu is Moon(Chandra) or 

Chandra here  and Rekha is sais for line. Traders 

of perals as shubha Moon(Chandra) and 

Venus(Shukra) is there,fishermen and owner of 

gardens(Venus(Shukra) + Moon(Chandra) + 

sun).As Moon(Chandra) rules this divisions so 

good for lord Shiva puja. Highly  favourable for 

Shiva Puja.  

Nature: SHUBHA.  

 

 

Your d60 or shashtiamsa Horoscope and 

interpretations: 

 

 

 

 Your d60th chart 



 
 Your Saturn(shani) is R(retrograde) 13 degrees 

42 minutes 20 seconds in Virgo sign( 13 + 30’ + 

12’). 

 So is at 13x 2 + 1 + 1 division = 28th division of 

the Virgo  sign. 

So  it is in the in the devagni division- 

represents people who are traders, farmers who 

do trading as well. Forest fire, exceedingly 

ruinous and out of hand. Very foreboding.  

Nature: KRURA . 

 So this brings in a lot of karma of delays 

and family issues due to Saturn(shani) of 

the past life in this life. It impacts family life 

to some extent not much and also career as 

Saturn(shani) rules also a good house of 

9th. 

More Details in Actual  Report 

 



BONUS:  How Does your Past Life karma 

connect to Present life Problems like Love Or 

Marriage OR Children Or Money Or Career Or 

Job OR Legal Matters Or Family etc. based on 

your Kundli or 

Horoscope(d1(lagna)/d9(navamsa)/d12(dwad

asamsa/d60(shashtiamsa)) Or Planets- 

Special? 

More Details in Actual  Report 

 

SECTION 3: Coming 3 Years Predictions 
2017 ending till Nov 

 

As Saturn(shani) is in 6th and is weak in transit, plus 

rules your 8/9th bhava and is in 4th and aspecting 

career. Plus retrogade in the natal chart. 

So due to weakness of shani- there could be issues 

in career matters and mind could be affected a bit. 

The only way out is to do Upayas. 

Also 

 Come out of your safe haven to handle brand-

new issues that may come up now. 

Diplomacy/tact in addition to initiative both 

would be  much needed. Act as strong  

backboned person  . One could connect with 

people in good position. Speed in addition to 

slowness could both be there in matters. Use 

initiative  to fix day-to-day problems. Turmoil 

involving issues  in the home and loved ones 

could be  possible.  

 

 FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Just a average  

time period with regard to loved ones. Prevent 



situations where conflict or ego issues could 

arise. 

 JOB : AVERAGE: Take initiative and leave your 

comfort zone to achieve something now.  

 LOVE/ROMANCE: AVERAGE: Not a thrilling time 

with regard to love matters . As you may need 

to push yourself now more.  

 FINANCE/STOCKS: GOOD: Just a fair time  

with regard to finances/stocks- new stocks 

could be tried-after getting maximum details 

for more success.  

 

 

2018 

 Now Saturn(shani) or shani is stable in the 7th house 

of yours, it could give you some issues due to 8th 

house lordship but as it rules 9th and is in 4th house, 

it could culminate into marriage or a long term 

relationships. 

 

You may travel also I this time. This is a fair time for 

higher education. 

 

Jupiter(Guru or Brihaspati) could give you fair gains 

in money and salary , Saturn(shani) would keep 

slight trouble up- but needs upaya to be stable. 

Also 

 A period of time to manage self & your emotions 

in addition to keep with pace of events  since 

they move slowly. Listen to others- excellent by 

using courtesy in addition to proper spoken 

words should be applied. There could be a lot 



more slowness or perhaps fluidity in concerns. 

You have in order to avoid being impatient.  

 The actual tenderness in addition to sensations 

could possibly be more than typical. Difficulties 

in social network  or perhaps meetings with 

people is possible. overall changes/travel to 

some degree. Keep straight forward  and avoid 

confusion involving any kind.  

 FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Take care 

involving tenderness involving loved ones 

members/relatives- obvious almost any mis 

understandings  

 JOB : AVERAGE: Things may possibly move 

slow, and so one needs in order to keep with 

matters.  

 LOVE/ROMANCE: AVERAGE: Lot of changes , 

and so take care of sensitivities  of  your loved 

ones 

 FINANCE/STOCKS:  AVERAGE: Again changes  is 

actually a cause of difficulties  

 

2019 

 

 Come out and enjoy the fun now. Take care of 

not being oversensitive. You will have more 

connections with other people now. You could 

get  assistance by close friends or perhaps 

relatives, go beautifully. You could have more 

than average group activity/meetings inside of 

family/friends or perhaps company. Trips  or 

travels are a high chance now. Success needs 

co-operation in addition to proper by using plus 

points.  



 FAMILY/FRIENDS: ABOV EAVERAGE: Fun time  

to connect  to  family/friends in addition to 

relations in addition to socialize with friends 

 JOB : GOOD: You can expect fair  opportunities 

in addition to ease and comfort at office   also  

 LOVE/ROMANCE: ABOVE AVERAGE: Wonderful 

time with regard to love matters  in addition to 

fun, on particular have outings/fun- take care of 

sensitivities of other  people  

 FINANCE/STOCKS: GOOD: Might be excellent 

time period with regard to finances/stocks- 

perform thorough details variety with regard to 

maximizing your gains  

2020 

 The actual slowness could possibly be in 

addition to sudden concerns springing up or 

perhaps many obstacles/more do the job to 

deal with. You may assist other people with 

their do the job or perhaps take the assist on 

this occasion. Certain an individual can deal 

with the idea. The actual predicaments could 

possibly be slow in addition to strenuous 

additional usefulness. There could be anxiety 

as a result of modify in addition to  also limits 

along.  

 FAMILY/FRIENDS: AVERAGE: Overall more 

work at hand , in addition to home related 

work could keep you busy  might take good 

deal of your time  

 JOB : AVERAGE: Handle company concerns 

through an eyes with details in addition to 

practical  approach  



 LOVE/ROMANCE: AVERAGE: work  usually 

takes priority over  love , but do not skip your 

love matters -- in which might lead to exciting  

 FINANCE/STOCKS: AVERAGE: The result might 

not be predictable, and so pitfalls could 

possibly be increased now. So better avoid. 

 

 

SECTION4: BONUS for you based on past 

life and Reincarnation - remedies that 
would help you in Better life. 

 More Details in Actual  Report 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 
 

For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 


